Earth Science Outside – Geology and Heritage Tooele County
EARTH’S SYSTEMS and the newly adopted Fifth Grade Science curriculum are this
year’s theme for Tooele School District’s Earth Science Outside in Tooele.
Wednesday, October 16, 2019
Meet at the Sheep Rock trailhead, in Saddleback development,
Lake Point, Tooele County
Credit: Earth Science Education, www.earthscienceeducation.org

Genevieve Atwood and Peg Alderman, leaders.

Directions:
From Lake Point at the Flying J Travel Center just off I-80, Exit __
Turn left (south) onto Saddleback Blvd at the stop light immediately west of the Flying J.
Continue to “Saddleback development” via roundabouts. Turn east onto Sunset Road.
Travel east on Sunset Road to Iron Horse Drive.
Travel north on Iron Horse Drive to the intersection of Sheep Rock Trail Drive.
Turn east onto the dirt road access to a trail head and parking area (red circle on map).

BIG CONCEPTS...

All systems have flows of energy and flows of MATTER.
The energy of Earth’s systems comes from (a) the sun; and (b) Earth’s interior.
Uneven distribution of heat in Earth’s atmosphere and on Earth’s surface due to uneven
heating from the sun... largely are responsible for EROSION... the processes that work on
Earth’s surface.

PLAN for Wednesday October 16, 2019
BIG CONCEPT… Earth Science is soooooo accessible, relevant, and amazing.
JOY to see Earth systems outside!
Wonder how this scene will change over the next few years.
Examine nteractions of the hydroshere (water-Earth) and the geosphere (solid-Earth).
Recognize Earth system processes associated with the patterns of the hill slopes and vegetation.
Examine how the community anticipates coping with natural hazards of EROSION.
REPEAT to REMEMBER... REMEMBER TO REPEAT.
Exercise 1. Where am I? Sense of Place. Landmarks.
Exercise 2. Earth’s Systems
Geosphere = Solid Earth
Hydrosphere = Water Earth
Atmosphere = Gaseous Earth
Biosphere = Living Earth… including humans.
Exercise 3. Interactions of Geosphere – Hydrosphere (and hydrosphere – geosphere).

For AUDIO of concepts of this session, go to www.earthscienceeducation.org
Teacher resources. Audio. Will be posted in Nov 2019.

Exercise 1. Where am I?
GOAL: encourage a sense of place.
Familiar landmarks can enhance a sense of direction AND they can encourage a sense of place.

EXERCISE 2. Repeat to remember... remember to repeat.
1.
SYSTEMS… surround us! Exercise 1… I spy with my little eyes… systems!
2.
EVIDENCE of Earth processes.
3.
INTERACTIONS between two of Earth’s four systems (geosphere – hydrosphere)
Big concept! Patterns are due to processes.
Patterns of Earth’s features are expressions of Earth’s processes. LOOK AROUND!
Step 1. Enjoy seeing landscapes and patterns.
Step 2. Identify patterns of the geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere and biosphere.
Step 3. Recognize interactions...
Specifically: How does the geosphere affects the hydrosphere? Think TECTONICS... processes driven by
uneven distribution of heat in Earth’s interior. The basins and range topograhy of Tooele County results from
active, extensional tectonics.

Tectonics Rules

Processes driven by energy from within Earth’s interior.
Includes crustal movements (plate tectonics), volcanoes and
igneous bodies, earthquakes, and related phenomena. ,
Tooele

Earth’s subsystem interact.
Geosphere = Solid Earth
Hydrosphere = Water Earth
Atmosphere = Gaseous Earth
Biosphere = Living Earth… including humans.
Hydrosphere (water cycle) acting on geosphere
Biosphere acting on effects of the hydrosphere on the geosphere.
Atmosphere acting on geosphere as part of the water cycle..
Exercise 3.
Think about change over time, for example, what will change over the coming year here at Saddleback?
What has happened over the past month with the Green Ravine fire and its aftermath?
Teachers as Earth scientists: consider returning next year and the following years and witness change: change in
patterns of vegetation and Earth materials.

Examine evidence...

“EROSION” is shorthand for several steps of “TAKING AWAY”...
weathering, entrainment, transport, and deposition.
Big Concept: Erosion and Deposition are a couplet.
Huge concept... Conservation of matter.

Don’t be afraid to state the obvious...
What has happened?
Then... to follow through... articulate the
interaction among or between subsystems
of Earth’s systems... AND
specifically, articulate what you observe
about subprocesses of EROSION.

From concepts of PATTERNS
To core ideas FLOWS OF MATTER
To basic scientific principles CONSERVATION of MASS.

EROSION... is all about what and how “it’s taken away.”
Discuss: what’s to be taught.

Looking east from Sheep Rock Trail - Green Ravine fire scar.

